
Ready made
Shelf company

WHY BUY A SHELF COMPANY IN
SERBIA?

Need to start a new business in Serbia? The
most efficient and secure way is to aquire a
Shelf company!



Shelf company is a  registered company which has been as we like to
say “put on a shelf” where it is left dormant for some period of time. It
was formed and incorporated by our legal experts, and then
deliberately left dormant, without any, or without any significant activity.
These companies are without any assets, inventory, obligations, credit
or tax payer history.

They are registered on Serbian nationals who are owners and CEOs of
those companies. 

Companies have opened and fully functional one or multiple bank
accounts, and functional online and e-bank solutions, ready to use!  

A SHELF COMPANY IN SERBIA

WWW.DESETKA.RS

Shelf
company
in Serbia



3 reasons why you
should buy a ready
made company

Discover the benefits of aquiring a ready
made company in Serbia



Obtaining the shelf company which was
registered and established by our legal and
accounting team, is completely risk free!

Our company guarantees that the company
was newly formed, put dormant immediately
upon registration, without any dues or
obligations towards any government or other
body or authority, or third person. 

After selecting the proper company with
adequate code of activity, only one visit to
notaries office is necessary for you to be the
legal owner of the shelf company. We do
this by scheduling the visit a couple of days
before, thus saving your time and money. 

After this, you make a short visit to the banks
in which the company had already opened
and active accounts in, and this procedure is
obligatory, for the reasons of change in the
company ownership and responsible
persons. Our team accompanies you in all of
these steps, and translation, English or
Russian is  secured! 

The fully established, incorporated legitimate business in Serbia, with registered beneficiary
owners, functional bank account, online banking, and all other start up procedures finished is
cheap in terms of the costs you can have trying to establish a completely new company. If your
time is money, and we believe it is, the amount that you are going to spend is actually much more
then the sheer price of services that you pay for. With banking regulations getting more and more
strict in Serbia, the registration and opening a new, foreign-owned business can be a tricky and
time consuming activity. With some new major developments in main Serbian banks, the whole
procedure of registration of new company can sometimes last more than a month or two, even
with a possibility of refusal, with painstaking questionnaires and necessary filings to the banks,
and repeated need for your physical presence in Serbia. 

1. IT IS FAIRLY INEXPENSIVE TO START.

3 reasons why you should
buy a ready made company

2. TRUSTED PARTNERS 3. CAN BE OPERATIVE
IN MATTER OF 2 DAYS



Full support in all phases 
The key advantage of using this service is absolute support in all phases of setting up your
business in Serbia! We are absolutely committed to great partnership experience and absolute
satisfaction of our clients! 
From the very start, our team helps you chose the right shelf company, schedules and organizes
everything in time saving manner.
We always do our best, and we are making this experience pleasant, stress free and quick. Tax
consulting during the whole process is included in the price of your company. 
In the aftermath, we provide you with full tax, administrative, accounting and payroll support!  

Please visit our website for more details: www.desetka.rs

Our company provides full range support for
e-bank solutions, providing you with secure
and reliable payment services, so that you
can focus on doing your business. 

Foreign payments need special attention in
Serbia, and require frequent correspondence
with bank officers, and our teams takes care
of this tasks, instead of you.   

We have large number of satisfied clients,
and they are our best reference! 

Please be free to contact us  for more
details on our services!

office@desetka.rs
www.desetka.rs  

E-BANK AND PAYMENTS SATTISFIED CLIENTS



STARTING FROM 4.500 EUR 

Want more info?

Ready made shelf
company in Serbia
Contact us, schedule a call or video conference call and we will provide you with full details. 

WWW.DESETKA.RS


